


یتست -شرپ زبان انگلیسی دوازدهم فصل دوم

1 - She had difficulty with even the most .................. tasks. I wondered how she wanted to handle things.

advanced elementary foreign complicated

2 - When someone is talking, it's rude to interrupt and .................. their speech.

in addition instead jump into come out of the blue

3 - Some websites will .................. artificial oil because it is easy to find and inexpensive, but plant oils such as apricot oil or

jojoba oil are actually better for your infant's skin.

figure out translate recommend arrange

4 - If everything went .................. to plan, they would move to the city before the end of the year.

including informing according highlighting

5 - Our problems were due to a .................. of bad management and lack of experience.

abbreviation information introduction combination

6 - This is the bank .................. yesterday.

that robbed which was robbed which they were robbed who was robbed

7 - .................. George be angry if I .................. his bicycle without asking?

Were - took Will - took Would - took Could - could take

8 - If you do something .................. , you do it in an orderly, methodical way.

systematically commonly carelessly angrily

9 - Can you see that young guy .................. is standing next to the door .................. is open.

whom / that who / whom who / that which / that

10 - I can’t imagine being in that situation. If I .................. the same problem, I .................. solve it by myself.

had / couldn’t have / wouldn’t have / might not had / can’t

11 - An advanced version of the device will come with a headset and microphone, making communication more ..................

and easier.

ashamed  general confusing effective

12 - If I remember correctly, this small booklet contains ………………… on what to do if your computer frequently freezes

or turns off by itself.

arrangements pronunciations responsibilities recommendations

13 - You should know that dictionary ……………… are not fully translatable into other languages, but encyclopedia articles

can be.

learners users  entries origins
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14 - Most psychologists believe that if you .................. yourself with people who are hopeless, sad, and negative, you will

likely behave the same way. 

provide claim surround cure

15 - We didn't go out because it was raining .................. .

heavy heavily more heavy more heavily

16 - His eyes are searching the inside of the car for a .................. as to what could have happened.

clue report poem pain

17 - My aunt is a famous journalist and she usually writes about environmental .................. . 

sharks synonyms origins issues

18 - Some of the data from these and other experiments were .................. to Earth during Columbia's mission.

predicted attended transmitted produced

19 - If we went into the house and there were no people, and then we were seen by the neighbors, that .................. a little

difficult to explain.

would be was will be is

20 - The new computer system is so .................. that no one at the office is able to use it properly.

serious skillful complicated distinguished

21 - Having such easy .................. to some of the best cinema and theatre is one of the features of living in Sydney.

ability entry figure access

22 - The young businessman passed away, .................. , after a short illness aged only 39 while staying at the Phoenix Hotel

in Italy.

increasingly repeatedly unexpectedly fluently

23 - As a/an .................. traveler in a foreign land carrying only a bilingual dictionary knows, a fluent traveling companion

would be a much more valuable aid.

general  effective monolingual abbreviated

24 - The driver was .................. taken to hospital as he had been badly injured in the car accident.

wisely immediately seriously entirely

25 - If he .................. a degree from Tehran University, he would get a good job.

has doesn’t have had didn’t have

26 - The newspaper article was about a man .................. died two weeks ago of a rare tropical disease.

whose in which who’s who

27 - The children attend Academy of the Americas, a public school that offers a Spanish-English .................. program.

traditional general bilingual emotional

28 - If I .................. English better, I’d travel around the US.

speak will speak spoke would speak
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29 - This dictionary has been used .................. by the poets who lived after Asadi Tusi and everywhere you can find its effect.

suddenly widely additionally rarely

30 - There are many English words whose .................. can be followed back to the Greek language.

item issue sense origin

31 - Many of us complain that most college students are .................. and cannot speak a language other than their mother

tongue.

regular natural ancient monolingual

32 - My brother met the woman .................. I used to work with in California about 5 years ago.

whom which whose where

33 - If you know how to study more .................., you’ll be able to learn more.

recently effectively suddenly specially

34 - The robber stole the car .................. the lady parked in front of the supermarket.

who whom whose ___

35 - My sister is a/an .................. student of English. She can help you with your English exam.

advanced confusing elementary terrible

36 - When the boy stopped breathing in class, an ..................  action was needed by someone in the classroom to perform

CPR in order to save his life.

elementry immediate available intermediate

37 - The people .................. live in the next house to us are not very friendly.

which that they that whom

38 - Modern science and technology empower human beings to control natural forces more ……………… .

especially  suddenly greatly effectively

39 - People .................. enough money send their children to work.

who earn who doesn’t who not earning who don’t earn

40 - We would travel more if we didn’t .................. pets.

had to have have have to

41 - A: This road doesn’t look ..................  .

      B: We must have taken a wrong turning, but I’m not sure.

familiar entire wise strange

42 - The statue in the museum belongs to someone who's very important and it's of great value to the international cultural

.................. .

heritage dedicating possession principal

43 - She invited all .................. in her class last term.

which they had been they who were whom those were those who had been
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44 - What ................. if you .................. the competition?

do you would – won’t would you do – won’t do you would – won would you do – won

45 - We won’t get to the station on time .................. we don’t leave work early

if unless until soon

46 -

All of you should get your ideas into some sort of .................. before beginning to write.

sense order issue offer

47 - His mother .................. him to become a lawyer as she considered it as a good job and she also was worried about her

son's future.

discouraged educated endangered encouraged

48 - According to recent reports, international researchers want to ………………… if there’s a direct connection between the

number of cars used by people and global warming.

jump into hang out stand for figure out

49 - They went up to the top of the mountain ................. the amazing view which they had been told about.

saw which saw and saw if would see

50 - .................. you stop working if you were rich?

Would Will Do What would

51 - We .................. weight if we .................. eating chocolate.

lost – would stop would lost – stopped lose – would stop would lose – stopped

52 - Every living thing has its place in nature, and ecology is the study of how things live in relation to their .................. .

surroundings conditions familiarity accessibility

53 - This university was a .................. choice for me. The program here is excellent.

magnifying general wise defected

54 - Because the writer penned over two thousand poems, it will take a while for the publisher to .................. the poetry into

one single book.

exchange compile recite surround

55 - I’d .................. that if people like free services and enjoy certain websites, they should disable the anti-virus program on

their cellphone.

contain recommend arrange achieve

56 - It is not surprising that Martin is now creating a new software product that will help big companies manage their files in

a more ………………… way, is it?

effective relative accidental beautiful

Dictionaries can be really helpful when you are reading because they help you .........(A)......... the meaning of the words you

don’t know. However, using a dictionary too much can .........(B)......... problems with your reading skills.

To read comfortably, it’s important to be able to guess the .........(C)......... of unknown words using the other words around it
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to help you. We call this guessing from context. This is important because it helps you read faster and gives you the skills

you need to read in English when .........(D)......... .

What happens if you are .........(E)......... not sure of the meaning of a word, though? What about if you guess the wrong

meaning and start using the word incorrectly?

57 - A

put out find out jump into stand for

58 - B

pause cause contain arrange

59 - C

break origin meaning purpose

60 - D

you don’t have a dictionary available a dictionary is not available you

there’s a dictionary you are available you are not available a dictionary

61 - E

effectively suddenly correctly really
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